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1. Introduction 

PAIRWISE C-COMPACT SP ACES 

By]. Swart 

In a recent paper Cooke and Reilly [2) discussed various notions of bitopo 

logical compactness and the relationships between them. In this paper we 

introduce another independent notion of compactness which generalizes Vig

lino’s C-compactness [10) to bitopological spaces. It turns out to be more 

general than Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty’ s pairwise conipactness [3) and in 

common with the latter is not product invariant. It is invariant under pairwise. 

continuous surjections, has the “ maximal compact and minimal Hausdorff" 

property and may be characterized in terms of the adherent convergence of 

certain open filter bases. We fo11ow the terminology of Cooke and Reilly (2)‘ 

and Ke11y [6). 

2. Pairwise C-cornpactness 

For topological spaces it is we11 known that every continuous function from ‘ 

a compact space to a Hausdorff space is closed. It was' shown by Viglino [10) 

that this property holds for a larger class of spaces, ca11ed the C-compact 

spaces and these spaces have been a fruitful source of research Csee eg. [4) , 
[5) , [7) , [10) , [11) , [12)). The bitopological analogue of the above mentioned、

classical result is the fo11owing: 

PROPOSITION 1. Let CX , ‘9 , rfJ) be pairUJise compact, CX융，.9*， rfJ*) be pairUJise 

H ausdorfl and let 1: CX,.9, tJ)• CX*’ ‘9*, tJ*) be paz"rUJise con#nμous. Then zf .(:1. 

~X is a .9-closed Cresp. (!-closed) subset 01 X , ICA) is a .9*-closed Cresp. tJ*
closed) subset 01 X*. 

PROOF. Since A~X is ‘9-closed it is tJ-compact Csee [3) , lemma 3). Hence: 

fCA) is rfJ*-compact and it fo11oψs that ICA) is .9*-closed'-

The class of pairμlise C-compact spaces, defined below, properly contains the 

class of pairwise compact bitopological spaces and have the property in pro

position 1 above. 

*) ’I、he author gratefulìy acknowledges partial support by the South African C. S. 1. R. 
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DEFINITION 1. In a bitopological space (X , ‘9 ,(1) we say that ‘9 is C-compact 

wz"th respect to (J if for each ‘9-c1osed set A ;;t:X and any (J-open coγer γ of A 

there exists a finite number of members of V , say V l' V 2' …, V n such that 

t 

ACc1.;p(남 Vt). 

If in addition (J is C-compact with respect to ‘9 we say (X,.9, (J) is pairμ，z·se 

C-compact. 

PROPOSITION 2. If (X, ‘9 , (J) is þairωise compact it is þairwise C-compact. 

The following is an example of a pairwise C-compact bitopological space 

which is not pairwise compact. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let X = [0, 1] , 

‘9= {Ø, X} u {(O, b)lbε (0, 1] }, 

(J= {Ø, X , {I}}. 

Let B ;;t:X be any (J-c1osed subset of X-the only non-trivial such set is B= (0, 
1), Let i?/. be any .9-open cover of B. If i?/ does not contain X or (0, 1) choose 

any [0, b) , 0 <b <1, in i?/ and observe that cl c1 (0, b) = (0, 1) =B. Thus (J is C

compact with respect to .9 and c1ear1y then (X, ‘9 , (J) is pairwise C-compact. 

However, the pairwise open cover {(O, b) I bε [0, 1] } U {1} of X has no finite 

subcover so (X, ‘9 , (J) is not pairwise compact. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let f: (X , ‘9，(J)→(X용， .9'*, (J*) be a þairwise contùzuoμsmap 

from a pairwise C-compact space to a pairwise Hausdorff space. Then for aχy 

‘9-c!osed (resp. (J .closed) subset A ;;t:X , f(A) is ‘9*-closed (resp. (1*-closed). 

PROOF. Let A ;;t:X be .9 -closed and suppose a중f(A). For each yεf(A) 

choose a (J*-open neighbourhood V y such that a줄cl.;p*Vy' The family U-1(Vy ) 

yεf(A)} is a (J-open cover of A and since ‘9 is C-compact with respect to (J 

there exists a positive integer n such that 

ACc1쩍ilf-1(젠) 
By continuity of f we then have 

χ 

f(A)Ccl썩놔 V y). 

’2 Thus X융-cI%(9rJ is a ‘9*-open neighbourhood of a , disjoint from fCA) and 

l 
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hence f(A) is ‘9'*-èlosed. 

COROLLARγ 1. If (X. ‘9'. t?) z's paz"γμIz'se C-compact. (X*’ ‘9'*. t?*) paz'rwz"se 

Hausdoγff and zf f: (x. !7. ι?')→(X*’ ‘9'*. t?*) z's a paz"rwz"se con tz"nuous bz"jectz"on. 

then f Z"S a paz"γwz"se homeomorphz"sm. 

COROLLARY 2. If (X. !7. t?) Z"S paz"rwz"se Hausdorff and paz"rwz"se C-compact. 

then z"t z's mz'nz"mal paz"rw z"se Hausdorff and maxz"mal paz"rwise C-compact. 

PROPOSITION 4. The pairμlise continuous image of a pairμlise C-compact space 

is pairwise C-compact. 

PROOF. Letf: (X. !7. t?)→(Xξ !7*. t?*) be a pairwise continuous surjection 

and let (X. !7. t?) he pairwise C-compact. Let A~X* be ‘9'*-closed and let r be 

any t?*-open cover of A. Then {f -IcV) I Vεr} is a t?-open cover of the !7-

cIosed set f-l(A)~X so there exist a finite number V 1• V 2• '~'. Vti of mem

bers of r with 

f-1(A)Ccl쐐l f -1(V씨) Cf 퍼쩍따 V i)) 
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COROLLARY 3. If the product of a non-empty fam z"ly of non-empty bz"topological 

spaces (Xa’ ‘9'a. t?α) z"s paz"rwz"se C-compact then each (Xa• ‘9' a' t? a) z"s pairwz"se C

compact. 

The converse is faIse as the folIowing example shows. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X i denote the reaI line. !7i and (.깐 (z"=1.2) the topologies 

on X i having as open bases alI sets of the form (-∞• a) and (a. ∞) respec

tively. Let (X1 XX2• !7. t?) be the associated product bitopologicaI space ([9], 

3.8). Then (Xi’ ‘9'i' (.깐) is pairwise C-compact (in fact pairwise compact) but 

(X1XX2• !7. t?) is not pairwise C-compact: Let A=(X1 XX2)- [(-∞• k)X 

(-∞• k)J. k any reaI number. For each positive integer n. Iet V n=( -n. ∞) 

X(-n. ∞). The t? -open cover {V n} of the ‘9'-closed set A has no finite 

subfamiIy such that the !7-cIosure of the unionof its members contains A. 

Hence pairwise C-compactness is not product invariant. 

Viglino [11] characterized C-compactness is terms of adherent convergence 
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of open filter bases. The bitopological analogue of this result is discussed 
below. 

DEFINITION 2. A filter base ‘중 on (X , 09', tl) is said to be o9'-adherent 
convergent wz'th respect to tl if every non-empty o9'-open neighbourhood of the 
(J'-adherent set of ‘종 contains a member of ‘갖. 

PROPOSITION 5. In a bz'topologz'cal space (X, ‘9', tl) , 09' z's C-compact with 
respect to tl z'f and only if every ‘9'-opeη filter base ‘종 on X is o9'-adhereχt 

conνergent wz'th respect to tl. 

PROOF. Let ‘갖 be a o9'-open filter base on X and suppose ‘9' is C-compact 
with respect to tl. Let G be any non-empty o9'-open set with 

n{cl，?FIFε갖} ζG. 

Since {X . cl,?F I FεF} is a tl-open cover of the o9'-closed set X -G~X there 

exist F l' F 2' …, Fn in F with 
t 

Ufcl%(X-cIgFi)} 그X-G 

Hence 

” n3x-c1%(X- cIgFi)} IG 

and since the Fi’ s are o9'-open it follows that 
n 

.nlFiC=G. 

Conversely, if ‘갖 is not C-compact with respect to tl then there exists a tl
open cover '7‘ for a 09' -closed set A낯X such that A is not contained in the 

09' -closure of a finite union of members of r. Letting ‘종= {X "':"cl，91VìVεr} 

we obtain a o9'-open filter base on X (we may assume that V is closed under 
finite unions). Furthermore, no member of ‘갖 is contained in X - A and the 

(J'-adherent set of ‘종 is contained in X - A. 

COROLLARY 4. (X, 09', tl) z's pairwz'se C-compact z'f and only z'f eνery ‘9'-open 

filter base on X z's o9'-adherent convergent wz'th respect to tl and eveγ'Y (J'-open 

f z'lter base on X is tl-adherent convergent with res，엉ect to o9'. 

The following is an example of a B-compact (Birsan [1] , definition 1) and 

hence by theorem 3 in [2] a ψseμdo-compact (Seagrove [8] , definition 4. 1) 

bitopological space which is not pairwise C-compact. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let X = [0, 1] , 

.9'={rþ, X , {O}}U{[O, a)la르[0， 1]} , 

tl= {rþ, X , {l}} U {(a, 1] I aε [0. 1]}. 
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ι(X， ‘9 , tl) is B-compact ([2] , example 3) but ‘9 is not C-compact with respect to 

-tl: Consider the ‘9-closed set A=(O, 1] and the tl-open cover r = {(a, 1] laε [0, 

1]} of A. Any union over a finite suhfamily of r is of the form (a, 1] , some 

'ü <a <1 and cIearly clg>(a, 1] l:>A. 

In view of the results in [2] and in this paper the following impIications 

hold in general. Furthermore no arrows can be reversed and no others fitted: 

finz"te→se쩍-co때act→paz'r쩌e compact• þaz'rwz'se C -compact 

pseκdo-compact 

B-compact 
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